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The use of all-sky cameras and ancillary sensor equipment to monitor and to 
adjust fine resolution short range predictions of cloud cover offers an opportunity to 
develop efficient energy management systems. Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy is a 
variable renewable energy resource since solar irradiance is highly sensitive to the 
intermittent nature of cloud cover. Thus, tracking and characterizing clouds passing over 
PV areas is a critical factor when predicting the available energy of solar sources at any 
given time. Capital and operational costs associated with solar PV implementation are 
affected when inaccurate predictions are carried out. This research uses a pilot study to 
analyze the error and uncertainty of cloud forecasts from a numerical weather prediction 
(NWP) model called the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR). The study then 
attempts to quantify cost reductions associated with increasing forecast accuracy through 
simulation of a decision support scheme. Utility-scale PV farms and residential roof top 
PV panels continue to grow in response to lowering prices and government incentives. 
Energy Management Systems (EMS), which traditionally considered only power loads, 
must now integrate the variability of solar energy. This study provides a proof of concept 









1.   Introduction 
The need for a more sustainable, and reduced fossil fuel dependent, global future 
requires using renewable resources to generate pollutant-free forms of electricity. 
Renewable resources such as solar energy have established itself in large-scale electricity 
generation. Large-scale electricity generation can be produced from photovoltaic (PV) 
farms, also known as solar farms, by harvesting solar irradiance from the sun. There has 
been a recent dramatic increase in the installation of PV systems in the United States and 
in many countries around the world. At the end of 2019, annual global installed PV had 
already exceeded 580 GW (Gigawatt), a 97 GW increase from the previous year (IRENA 
2020). The United States installed 13.3 GW in 2019, reaching a total capacity of 76 GW 
(SEIA 2020). Southern New England (e.g. Connecticut and Massachusetts) energy 
markets want to significantly increase PV electricity generation during the 2020-2030 
decade (CT DEEP 2018). 
Recent utility grid investments into ‘smart grid’ technologies and clean energy 
standards, have resulted in the integration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) such 
as solar, wind, and alternative sources. The penetration level of renewable DERs in 
Connecticut and Massachussetts is expected to reach 40% and 50% by 2030 (CT DEEP 
2018).  Deep integration of renewable DERs, such as solar, will require changes to 
existing grid infrastructure and practices of balancing supply and demand. Integration of 
DERs will also lead to several planning and operational challenges for energy managers. 
These challenges include predicting the solar energy availability due to cloud cover at 






harvesting solar irradiance for electricity generation. Solar irradiance is highly dependent 
upon meteorological conditions such as cloud cover, which has an intermittent nature. 
Clouds cause fluctuations in solar irradiance resulting in significant decreases in PV 
electric power generation. This creates problems for grid operators who must compensate 
for the shortfall (Dazhi 2012). Figure 1 displays typical power output from a PV farm 
located in Massachussetts. Intermittence in production is mainly due to cloud passage 
over the PV farm location. Cloud cover is the most important meteorological forcing 
determining the amount of solar irradiance reaching the Earth’s surface. For any given 
location, the quantity of solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface decreases with 
increasing cloud cover (Spokas and Forcella 2006). 
 






Fluctuations in solar irradiance and intermittent electric power generation due to 
cloud cover cause significant uncertainty in the supply from PV farms. This uncertainty 
increases the risk of unexpected imbalances in supply and demand, which can result in 
grid network voltage and frequency exceeding safe operation limits. Grid network 
security and reliability are thus greatly reduced (NERC 2009; Law et al. 2014). Integrated 
resource networks require appropriately distributed ancillary services (operating reserves) 
to correct such imbalances in supply and demand. Significant supply uncertainty in PV 
power generation makes it more difficult to justify the sufficiency and economic cost 
efficiency of distributed ancillary services (Ela et al. 2011; Law et al. 2014). 
Accurate forecasts for potential solar irradiance using a proxy of cloud cover will 
allow electric grid operators to better accommodate the variable electricity generation in 
their scheduling, dispatching, and regulation of power (Chow et al. 2011). Ahead-of-time 
prediction of radiation and yield of PV plants is critical for risk assessment and grid 
planning. Many national power grid agencies have begun enforcing slab penalties for 
incorrect daily power generation commitments. More accurate yield prediction can 
improve the energy market by streamlining distribution. Streamlining distribution better 
matches supply with demand, thus significantly reducing economic losses and costs 
(Siddiqui et al. 2019). 
Meteorological conditions such as cloud cover, predominantly determine the 
availability of renewable energy resources and to some extent the energy load. Thus, 
weather predictions are essential for planning and for operational management of 






weather prediction (NWP) can help to accurately forecast cloud cover and solar radiation 
from 1-24+ hour temporal scales at high resolution. All-sky cameras are incorporated in 
order to gain ground observations of cloud cover. In return, biases and systematic errors 
within high resolution NWP models are resolved and accounted for, thus creating a more 
finished and accurate NWP model capable of more accurately predicting solar irradiance 
at specific locations and times. 
The overall goal of this project is to establish a ‘Smart Energy Management 
System’ in Southern New England by creating an observing network and displaying 
system of solar irradiance in major PV farms across the electrical grid in Southern New 
England. The primary goal of the author’s research is to conduct a pilot study to analyze 
the error and uncertainty in cloud cover forecasts from the HRRR. Cloud cover forecast 
error and uncertainty are then used in determining associated costs with PV forecasts. 
The study then attempts to quantify cost reductions associated with increasing forecast 
accuracy through simulation of a decision support system. The secondary goal of the 
author’s research is to provide feedback to NWP model developers for model forecast 
verification by providing ground observations using the all-sky cameras. 
 
2. Background and Literature Review 
2.1 Solar Radiation Measurement  
Accurate knowledge of the amount of solar radiation of a particular area is 






analysis of the thermal load on buildings, crop growth models, surface water energy 
balance studies and models, and design of solar energy systems (Robaa 2008). Solar 
radiation measurement instruments are costly and require meticulous maintenance and 
proper calibration. As a result solar radiation data are not easily accessible and in many 
cases unavailable (Sarkar 2016). The spatial resolution of solar radiation data is very 
sparse in many regions of the world, especially non first-world countries. For example in 
Bangladesh, there are no solar radiation measurement instruments installed on any 
weather station operated by the Bangladesh Meteorological Department (UNDP 2018). 
Even in countries such as the United States , many surface weather recording stations do 
not contain a solar radiation measuring instrument. The surface weather stations that do 
record solar radiation data are very small compared to the number of weather stations that 
observe meteorological parameters including temperature, precipitation, relative 
humidity, sunshine duration, and cloud cover (Ahamed et al. 2019). Globally it is 
estimated that the ratio of the weather station monitoring solar radiation compared to 
those that do not is around 1:500 (Thornton and Running 1999). Observed solar radiation 
datasets recorded by solar radiation instruments are historically short and commonly 
strewn with missing data due to equipment malfunctions (Cutforth and Judiesch 2007). 
Since there are many shortcomings with measurements from solar radiation 
instruments, there have been many empirical models derived to estimate global solar 
radiation using commonly recorded meteorological parameters including sunshine 
duration, temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, and cloud cover (Ahamed et al. 






most reliable and accurate. Various models (Ibrahim 1985; Barbaro et al. 1978; Halouani 
1993; Gueymard 1993; Revfeim 1997; Akpabio 2003; Trnka et al. 2005; Bakirci 2008; 
Al Mostafa et al. 2014) have been developed using sunshine duration to estimate solar 
radiation at a particular place and time. However sunshine duration data are the least 
commonly available meteorological parameter observed by many weather stations.  
2.2 Solar Radiation Models 
Air temperature, precipitation and relative humidity are by far the most commonly 
recorded meteorological variables recorded by weather stations. Therefore models using 
these variables such as (Hargreaves and Samani 1982; DeJong and Stewart 1993; 
Campbell and Norman 1998; Supit and Kappel 1998; Spokas and Forcella 2006; Dimas 
et al. 2011; Jeong et al. 2016) provide a convenient and easy way to estimate solar 
radiation at the surface.  However, many of these models use daily maximum and 
minimum temperature in their empirical relationships. Consequently, many of these 
models provide poor accuracy for hourly solar radiation estimations. These models are 
still important and are generally used in the agricultural sector where they can provide 
radiation estimates for inputs into crop growth models such as WOFOST (DeJong and 
Stewart 1993). 
Various types of models using cloud cover data have been developed to estimate 
hourly/daily solar radiation. Many studies have proven the direct correlation between 
solar radiation and the amount of cloud cover. Weather patterns and their accompanying 






earth’s surface (Brinsfield et al. 1984). Less cloud cover results in a clearer sky, meaning 
more solar radiation at the earth’s surface. Consequently, there is a direct inverse 
relationship between the available solar radiation and the amount of cloud cover. The 
simplest form of correlation is the Angstrom-Savinov equation as follows: 
H = H0 [1- (1 - k) C]     (1) 
Where H is the available solar radiation, H0 is the estimated daily global radiation for a 
cloudless sky, C is the monthly average fraction of the daytime sky obscured by clouds, 
and k is a constant defining the transmissivity of the clouds (Sarkar 2016). Generally, the 
value of k varies between 0.33 in low latitudes and 0.55 in high latitudes (Mani et al. 
1967). 
 Numerous previous studies have established various empirical relationships to 
relate cloud cover and solar irradiance (Black 1956; Bennett 1969; Kasten and Czeplak 
1980; Badescu 1999; Sarkar 2016; Ahamed et al. 2019). Kasten and Czeplak’s (1980) 
empirical model tends to be the best performing and most well-accepted cloud cover 
model. According to the Kasten and Czeplak (1980) model, the global solar radiation (Ig) 
on any horizontal surface under any cloud cover condition can be estimated by using the 
following equation: 
Ig = Igc (1 - 0.75 (
!
!
)3.4)    (2) 
Where Igc is the clear sky global radiation (W/m2), N is the cloud cover (Oktas). Many of 






effects but do not consider forecasting techniques. Solar radiation forecasting can help 
estimate solar power generation potential as well as help maintain a balance of supply 
and demand within the electric grid network.  
2.3 Solar Irradiance Forecasting  
There are various ways to forecast solar irradiance in both the near and longer 
time-frames. These various ways can be categorized into Numerical Weather Prediction 
(NWP) models, satellite imaging and/or remote sensing using all-sky cameras, and 
statistical approaches using historical data such as Time Series Analysis (TSA) and Auto-
Regressive Integrated Moving Averages (ARIMA; Dazhi et al. 2012). The accuracy of a 
solar radiation forecasting method depends on the method’s ability to predict and 
represent the atmosphere during the time-frame for which the forecast is valid. (Law et al. 
2014).  
Selecting a forecasting method is primarily dependent upon the time-frame for 
prediction and other factors including costs and data availability. A review of solar 
irradiance forecasting methods by Kleissl (2010), determined that NWP methods should 
be used for forecasting solar irradiance beyond 5 hours. NWP models generate more 
accurate forecasts beyond 5 hours ahead than cloud motion vector (CMV) techniques 
using remote sensing. This is because NWP models account for convective processes 
within the atmosphere including cloud formation, motion, and dissolution. In contrast, 
CMV models only consider cloud motion (Kuhnert et al. 2013). Forecasts between 1-5 






camera) approaches. Forecasts within 10 min to 1 hour were suggested to use persistence 
ground-based measurements and cameras. Forecasts within 1-10 min should strictly use 
persistence ground-based measurements. Figure 2.1 displays forecasting horizon with 
corresponding application and forecast method.  
 
Figure 2.1 Forecasting Horizon with Corresponding Application & Forecast 
Method (Kleissl 2010) 
2.4 Persistence Forecasts & Cloud Motion Vector Forecasts 
Persistence forecasts are based upon current or recent PV plant output and 
extrapolated to account for changing sun angles. Persistence forecasts accuracy decreases 
rapidly with forecast duration as cloud cover extent changes from the current state. 
Remote sensing such as total sky imagery can be used to nowcast (forecast from real-time 
up to 15-30 min) by applying image processing and machine learning techniques to 
develop cloud tracking and motion vector models. This method assumes opacity, 
direction, and velocity of the movement of clouds to remain constant. Remote sensing 
using satellite imagery involves similar methods as total sky imagery. However, a 
reduction in spatial and temporal resolution cause satellite imagery-based forecasts to be 






2.5 Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) Forecasts 
NWP models calculate changes in the atmosphere across fixed time intervals. 
These models are able to forecast changes in the atmosphere because they contain 
atmospheric equations that physically and quantitatively describe horizontal momentum, 
vertical momentum, hydrostatic continuity, and conservation of mass and energy. NWP 
models can be generally divided into two categories depending upon the spatial extent of 
the model domain: global and regional/mesoscale models. Examples of global models 
include the Global Forecast System (GFS), the European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), and Global Environmental Multiscale model (GEM). 
Examples of regional/mesoscale models include the North American Model (NAM), 
Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF), Rapid Refresh Model (RAP), and 
High Resolution Rapid Refresh model (HRRR). NWP models are recommended to be 
used for solar radiation forecasting when the forecast horizon exceeds 3-5 hours due to 
“spin up” time required to assimilate data and initialize (Coimbra et al. 2013). Spin-up is 
defined as the time taken for a weather model to reach a state of statistical equilibrium 
under the applied forcing. 
 NWP models vary greatly amongst parameters such as horizontal and vertical 
spatial resolution, forecast horizon, output time-step intervals, and ability to model 
atmospheric processes. NWP model accuracy also vary greatly depending on geographic 
location. NWP models use radiative transfer models in order to extrapolate solar radiation 
in the form of Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI; Law et al. 2014). Significant biases 






al. 2011). A GHI accuracy study by Perez et al. (2013) determined there was a large and 
universal inaccuracy amongst various global and regional/mesoscale NWP. The 
normalized root mean square error (nRMSE) for 1-day ahead GHI forecasts derived from 
the GFS, ECMWF, NAM, WRF and HRRR ranged from 20% to 69% in the seven 
Surface Radiation Budget (SURFRAD) sites spread across the United States.  
2.6 Study Goals 
 Given the shortcomings of the various solar radiation forecast methods, this study 
plans to adopt a hybrid forecast method using all-sky camera imagery and the highest 
resolution NWP currently available. This study will use ground-based all-sky cameras, 
specifically Yankee Environmental Systems Inc. Total Sky Imager (TSI) Model 880 to 
observe cloud cover and the HRRR NWP model to more accurately predict cloud cover 
and solar irradiance at forecast horizons from 3-24+ hours. This study will primarily 
focus on day-ahead solar irradiance forecasts, but shorter term forecast horizons will 
secondarily be explored as the real-time energy market and management decisions 
pertaining to are also of particular interest. Day-ahead prediction is essential for 
application in the Southern New England energy market because the market is dominated 
by day-ahead power trading.  
After determining cloud cover forecasts’ errors and uncertainties, PV forecasts 
and resulting costs will be evaluated using a decision support system (DSS). This study 
ultimately plans to establish an observing network and displaying system of solar 
irradiance in major PV farms across the electric grid in Southern New England. The data 






frequent short-range forecasts for solar irradiance and PV farm potential yield. Figure 2.2 
is a visual diagram of the proposed Smart Energy Management System. The Smart 
Energy Management System will establish a real-time analysis and forecasting system to 
manage solar energy electricity generation and demand within the Southern New England 
electric distribution network. The Smart Energy Management System will ultimately 
provide a better, more flexible, capable, and sustainable energy management system that 
easily incorporates renewable resources; thus reducing future fossil fuel dependency. 
























3. Data and Methods 
 The research described herein is used as a pilot study for the initial stage of the 
Smart Energy Management System Project in Southern New England. This research 
compares all-sky camera imagery with HRRR model cloud cover forecasts in order to 
evaluate and verify the cloud cover forecasts. Commonly used atmospheric science 
verification indices are applied in order to determine the skill of HRRR cloud cover 
forecasts. This research attempts to account and resolve any biases and systematic errors 
within the operational HRRR model. The study then attempts to quantify cost reductions 
associated with increasing forecast accuracy through simulation of a decision support 
scheme. This study uses freely available all-sky camera data from the Department of 
Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program located in Lamont, 
Oklahoma. Available HRRR cloud cover forecasts are freely available from the National 
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). 
3.1 Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program 
 The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program is an interagency program 
created in 1989 with funding from the U.S. Department of Energy. ARM provides the 
climate research community with strategically located in-situ and remote-sensing 
observatories designed to improve the understanding and representation, in climate and 
earth system models, of clouds and aerosols as well as their interactions and coupling 
with the Earth’s surface. ARM’s mission is “to provide a detailed and accurate 
description of the earth atmosphere in diverse climate regimes to resolve the uncertainties 






the nation’s energy and environmental challenges.” Since beginning operations, ARM 
has made significant contributions to improving weather and climate prediction models 
as they represent radiative heat transfer, aerosol processes, and cloud processes. Scientists 
use data gathered from ARM’s fixed, mobile, and aerial facilities worldwide to address 
these issues and compare the observations to their models (ARM 2020; ARM 2020a). 
 This research study utilizes all-sky camera data from the ARM Southern Great 
Plains (SGP) Central Facility Observatory located in Lamont, Oklahoma and is cited as 
such:  
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) user facility. 2020, updated daily. 
Total Sky Imager (TSISKYIMAGE). 2018-12-01 to 2020-02-29, Southern Great 
Plains (SGP) Central Facility, Lamont, OK (C1). Compiled by V. Morris. ARM 
Data Center. Data set accessed 2020-02-13 at http://dx.doi.org/10.5439/1025309. 
 
The ARM SGP Observatory is currently the world’s largest and most extensive 
atmospheric radiation research facility consisting of over 50 instruments on 160 acres. 
The SGP Observatory offers high-quality data and simulations made freely available for 
atmospheric scientists to use (ARM 2020b). 
3.2 All-Sky Cameras 
This study utilizes data from a Yankee Environmental Systems (YES) Total Sky 
Imager (TSI) Model 880 at the ARM SGP Central Facility in Lamont, Oklahoma. The 
YES Total Sky Imager Model TSI-880 is an automatic, full-color sky imager system that 






processing program running on a PC workstation captures images via TCP/IP at a 30-sec 
sampling interval and saves them to JPEG files. Images from the sky are captured via a 
solid-state charge-coupled device looking downward onto a heated, rotating 
hemispherical mirror. A shadow-band on the mirror blocks the intense direct-normal light 
from the sun, thereby protecting the imager optics. An image-processing algorithm 
captures and displays the images. This instrument has a database archive dating back to 
July 1, 2000 (ARM 2005). 
Fractional sky products are available from the TSI-880. Originally, this study only 
utilized the raw images from the TSI-880. This study created its own image processing 
technique to determine fractional cloud cover (Appendix I). A processing algorithm that 
examines the color relationships of the image pixels to infer whether the pixel represents 
clear sky or cloud determines fractional cloud cover. This methodology was chosen 
because in the future regular fish-eye cameras will be used as ground observations for the 
Southern New England PV Farms of interest. Using regular fish-eye cameras will avoid 
the expensive costs of buying and installing numerous all-sky camera & cloud cover 
processing instruments such as the YES TSI-880 in Southern New England locations of 
interest. However due to complications, available resources and time constraints this 
study opted to use the available fractional sky products from the YES TSI-880 at the SGP 
Observatory. Pictured below on left is the YES TSI-880 in the field at the ARM SGP 
Central Facility in Lamont, OK. Pictured below on the right is an example of an raw 






                                          
   TSI at SGP Central Facility                                               TSI Example Raw Image 
3.3 High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) Model 
The HRRR is a NCEP real-time 3-km resolution, hourly updated, cloud-resolving, 
convection-allowing atmospheric weather model, initialized by 3km grid resolution with 
3km radar assimilation. It is the highest spatial and temporal resolution numerical 
weather prediction model available. This study uses the operational HRRRv3, which 
includes improved features from HRRRv2 including improved mesoscale environment 
for convective storms and clouds, and temporal extension to 36 hours (ESRL 2019). The 
HRRR is updated hourly and is a specially configured version of the Advanced Research 
WRF (ARW) model and assimilates many novel and most conventional observation 
types on an hourly basis using Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation (GSI). Included in this 
assimilation is a procedure for initializing ongoing precipitation systems from observed 
radar reflectivity data (and proxy reflectivity from lightning and satellite data), a cloud 
analysis to initialize stable layer clouds from METAR and satellite observations, and 
special techniques to enhance retention of surface observation information. The HRRR is 
run hourly out to 36 forecast hours over a domain covering the entire conterminous 






Refresh (RAP) covering North America and a significant part of the Northern 
Hemisphere. The HRRR is continually developed and refined at NOAA's Earth System 
Research Laboratory (Alexander et al 2017). 
 This study is interested in the Total Sky Cloud Cover (TCDC) percentage 
forecasted by the current operational HRRRv3. The HRRRv3 has been operational since 
July 12, 2018 and its data archive is such. Since the HRRR has very high spatial 
resolution the domain may be adjusted in order to best satisfy the needs of comparing 
near identical/similar locations between the HRRR and the ground cloud cover 
observations from the cameras. This study utilizes HRRRv3 grid cells that correlate to the 
ARM SGP TSI-880 camera view. Again, the pilot study domain is the ARM SGP in 
Lamont, Oklahoma. The ARM data is freely available and thus easily accessible. The 
eventual study domain would cover areas of interests (PV farms) in Southern New 
England including Connecticut and Massachusetts.  
3.4 Methodology  
1. Compare and evaluate HRRR forecasts to camera observations  
2. Bias correction and systematic error removal 
3. Categorical Forecast Evaluation and Contingency Tables 
 
3.4.1 Evaluation of HRRR and Camera Observations 
In order to determine the skill of the HRRR, a number of verification indices 






Mean Error (ME), Mean Average Error (MAE), and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE; 
WMO 2010). 
Mean Error (ME) measures the average difference between the HRRR forecast (F) 
and the camera observation (O). Mean error defines the mean forecast error. The ideal 
result, perfect forecast, would result in ME = 0. Forecasts that on average over-predict 
cloud cover will exhibit a positive value, and negative value for forecast that under-
predict cloud cover.  
 
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) measures the average magnitude of forecast errors in 
a given dataset and therefore it is a scalar measure of forecast accuracy. The ideal result, 
perfect forecast, is MAE = 0. The theoretical range of MAE is 0 to infinity.  
 
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is one of the most common statistical metrics 
for evaluating forecast models. RMSE is a quadratic scoring metric, which yields the 
average magnitude of errors, weighting according to the square of the error. RMSE is a 
good indicator of model performance. The ideal value, perfect forecast, is RMSE = 0. The 








3.4.2 Bias Correction and Systematic Error Removal 
 The Mean Error defines the bias and systematic error of the HRRR forecasts 
compared to the camera observations. Bias correction and systematic error removal is 
done to the HRRR forecasts (f00-f18) by removing the ME from the HRRR forecasts.  
Once the ME is removed, the tendency of the HRRR to under-forecast or over-forecast 
cloud cover is resolved. The Root Mean Square Error can then be applied to the HRRR 
forecasts with the systematic error removed and can be compared to the original HRRR 
forecasts. This study compares the original HRRR forecasts to the HRRR forecasts with 
bias correction & systematic errors removed. 
The calculation of the systematic-error (bias) is computed on the dependent data, 
that is, it is assumed that it is perfectly known. In operational settings, only estimates of 
the systematic error can be computed in advance. Numerous techniques exist to do that. 
For instance, Stensrud and Yussouf (2006) used a running-window average of “forecast 
minus validating analysis” over the past 12 days to compute the bias in short-rage 
forecasts of surface variables. This post-processing technique performs equal or better 
than more sophisticated methods. The National Weather Service issues bias-corrected 
surface forecast based on a similar approach but giving less weight to older days in the 
running-window (Cui et al. 2012). Even the most sophisticated techniques are far from 
perfect because errors computed from past data do not necessarily apply to the future. 
This is especially true when there is a change in weather regimes (e.g., from a high-








3.4.3 Categorical Forecast Evaluation and Contingency Tables 
Total cloud cover (TCDC) is forecasted by the HRRR as a percentage. This 
research divides the cloud cover percentages into categories, so the HRRR can be 
evaluated using categorical forecast performance measures. Once divided into categories, 
histograms and contingency tables can be used to verify and evaluate the performance of 
cloud cover forecasts. First, the cloud cover percentages are divided into ten categories 
(groups of 10%) from 0-10%, 10-20%, 20-30%...90-100% cloud cover. Dividing by ten 
categories, allows spatial distribution of frequency to be shown and provides initial visual 
clues to model performance and tendencies. Next, the cloud cover percentages are 
divided into five categories: (≤5%, 5 to 25%, 25 to 50%, 50-75% and >75%). Figure 3.1 
displays cloud cover as Oktas and the equivalent cloud cover percentages and forecast 
terms used by NWS forecasters. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Cloud Cover Equivalences (NOAA 2020, NWS 2020) 
 
Since this study is interested in the amount of cloud cover that impacts PV power 





















clear skies and cloudy skies. Clear skies are defined as 0-3 Oktas (0 to ≤ 37.5%) and 
cloudy skies as 4-8 Oktas ( > 37.5%). These defined terms of clear skies and cloudy skies 
comes from Matuszko 2012, who evaluated the impact of cloud cover amounts and solar 
angles on radiation intensity. Results concluded a threshold of 4 Oktas would 
significantly reduce radiation intensity and thus PV power productivity. Figure 3.2 are the 
results from Matuszko 2012. Note the average percentage of radiation intensity in the far 
right column. The percentage difference is according to perfectly clear skies (0 Oktas). 
Also note that there is a slight increase in radiation intensity at 1 Okta. This is due to an 
atmospheric phenomenon called the “silver lining effect” where radiation diffraction on 




Figure 3.2 Cloud Cover Impact on Radiation Intensity (Matuszko 2012) 
  
The simplest possible situation is a 2x2 contingency table, which includes 
verification of a categorical yes/no forecast: two possible forecasts (yes/ no) and two 
possible outcomes (event observed/ event not observed). For this research, the forecast 
event is clear skies. Therefore the forecast/observed “yes” is clear skies, 
Cloud	Cover
(oktas) h<20° %	Clear	Skies 21-30° %	Clear	Skies 31-40° %	Clear	Skies 41-50° %	Clear	Skies 51-60° %	Clear	Skies h>60° %	Clear	Skies Avg	%
Cloud	Cover
(oktas)
0 235 100.0% 354 100.0% 531 100.0% 668 100.0% 751 100.0% 819 100.0% 100.0% 0
1 247 105.1% 399 112.7% 525 98.9% 653 97.8% 775 103.2% 825 100.7% 103.1% 1
2 230 97.9% 301 85.0% 502 94.5% 623 93.3% 725 96.5% 807 98.5% 94.3% 2
3 228 97.0% 295 83.3% 467 87.9% 612 91.6% 714 95.1% 767 93.7% 91.4% 3
4 199 84.7% 287 81.1% 423 79.7% 546 81.7% 590 78.6% 752 91.8% 82.9% 4
5 155 66.0% 272 76.8% 408 76.8% 483 72.3% 582 77.5% 624 76.2% 74.3% 5
6 152 64.7% 233 65.8% 359 67.6% 425 63.6% 574 76.4% 599 73.1% 68.6% 6
7 129 54.9% 169 47.7% 311 58.6% 367 54.9% 387 51.5% 475 58.0% 54.3% 7














Figure 3.3 Typical 2x2 Contingency Table 
 
 In terms of Figure 3.3, the a forecast-observation pairs are called hits because the 
event of interest (clear skies) were forecasted and observed. The b forecast-observation 
pairs are called false alarms because the event was forecasted to occur but did not. The c 
instances are called misses because the event occurred despite not being forecasted. The d 
instances are called correct rejections or correct negatives because the event was not 
forecasted and was not observed. Scalar attributes characterizing 2 x 2 contingency tables 
include threat score, bias, false alarm ratio, hit rate, false alarm rate, and various skill 
scores. These metrics can be calculated based upon the values of a,b,c,d in the 
contingency table (Wilks 2006). 
 
Threat Score (TS) 
The threat score is an accuracy metric that measures correspondence between 






the 2 x 2 forecasting situation will clearly exhibit b = c = 0, with all yes forecasts for the 
event followed by the event and all no forecasts for the event followed by nonoccurrence. 
For real, imperfect forecasts, the threat score characterizes the degree of this 






 The bias, or comparison of the average forecast with the average observation 
usually is represented as a ratio for verification of contingency tables. The bias is simply 
the ratio of “yes” forecasts to the number of “yes” observations. Unbiased forecasts 
exhibit B = 1, indicating that the event was forecast the same number of times that it was 
observed. Bias greater than one indicates that the event was forecasted more often than 
observed (over-forecasting). Bias less than 1 indicate the event was forecasted less often 





False Alarm Ratio (FAR) 
 False alarm ratio is a measure of reliability and resolution. FAR is the fraction of 
“yes” forecasts that turn out to be wrong, or the proportion of the forecasted events that 
fail to materialize. The FAR has a negative orientation, so that the smaller values of FAR 











Hit Rate (H) 
 The hit rate is a measure of discrimination and is defined as the ratio of correct 
forecasts to the number of times the event occurred. Equivalently this metric can be 
regarded as the fraction of those occasions when the forecast event occurred on which it 






False Alarm Rate (F) 
 
The false alarm rate, also known as the probability of false detection (POFD), is a 
measure of discrimination and is defined as the ratio of false alarms to the total number of 






Heidke Skill Score (HSS) 
 One of the most frequently used skill scores summarizing square contingency 
tables is the Heidke Skill Score (HSS). The HSS measures fractional improvements of the 
forecast over random chance. Perfect forecasts receive HSS = 1, forecasts equivalent to 
the reference forecast (often random or climatological) receives HSS = 0, and forecasts 












Hanssen and Kuipper’s Skill Score 
The Hanssen & Kuipper’s Skill Score (KSS), also known as the Pierce Skill Score 
(PSS), is the difference between two conditional probabilities, namely the hit rate and the 
false alarm rate. That is KSS = H − F. Perfect forecasts receive a score of one (because b 
= c = 0; or in an alternative view, H =1 and F =0), random forecasts receive a score of 








 This study utilizes HRRR total cloud cover percentage and ARM camera 
observation data for three samples: two meteorological winters (December, January, 
February 2018-19, and 2019-2020) and one meteorological summer (June, July, August 
2019).  
4.1 HRRR Evaluation  
Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 are an example time series of the HRRR cloud cover 
forecasts versus the camera observations and the associated error for one meteorological 
winter. Figure 4.1.1 is a time series of the HRRR Analysis (f00) versus camera 
observations for the December, January, and February 2019-20 winter season. Figure 






December, January, and February 2019-20 winter season. (Note the time series for the 
2018-19 winter season and 2019 summer season can be seen in Appendix II.) 
 
Figure 4.1.1 Time Series HRRR Analysis (f00) vs. Camera Observations Winter 2019-20 
 







 This example time series reveals characteristics of the HRRR forecasts. First, note 
there are three clusters of the forecasts (red dots) and camera observations (green dots). 
These clusters can be described as clear skies/ no clouds (0% cloud cover), transitional, 
and cloudy skies (100% cloud cover). There are more HRRR forecasts (red dots) at 0% 
cloud cover than camera observations (green dots). This shows a tendency for the HRRR 
to have a bias to over-forecast clear skies. Comparatively there are more camera 
observations at 100% cloud cover than HRRR forecasts. Thus revealing the HRRR has a 
tendency to under-forecast cloudy skies. The blue line in the figures represents the error 
between the HRRR and the camera observations. Note the magnitude fluctuation of errors 
as well as the negatively oriented nature of the line. This negative nature also shows the 
tendency of the HRRR forecast to have a negative bias, meaning the HRRR over-forecasts 
clear skies or under-forecasts clouds compared to the truth (camera observations). The 3-
hr forecast shows a few more positive errors but is still largely negatively biased. 
 Evaluations of the HRRR forecasts (f00-f18) are done using ME, MAE, RMSE and 
RMSE with bias/systematic-error removed (denoted as RMSE_SBR). Table 4.1.1 shows 
the results of the evaluations for each sample meteorological season. Figure 4.1.3 shows 
the RMSE and RMSE_SBR evolution over forecast lead-time for the two winter 
meteorological seasons and one summer season. The winter figure shows the individual 
seasons 2018-19 (green) & 2019-20 (red) as well as the combined (blue). This figure 
shows some interesting characteristics and seasonal differences of the HRRR. First, note 
the difference in the RMSE and RMSE_SBR. Once the systematic bias/error is removed, 
the RMSE_SBR shows an overall more smoother (less fluctuating) increasing error trend 






RMSE_SBR line follows a more expected increasing trend compared to RMSE, which 
fluctuates. The RMSE_SBR magnitude is less than the RMSE. Also note the RMSE_SBR 
is less in the summer than winter. The regular RMSE however is not less in the summer 
than winter. In fact, it is greater. This can be contributed to the large Mean Error (ME) for 
the summer season, which can be seen in Table 4.1.1. The magnitude of ME and MAE is 
greater in the summer season than the winter season. Therefore, once the ME is removed 
from the HRRR, the RMSE_SBR is much less than the RMSE for the summer season.  
 
 





DJF	2018-19 f00 f03 f06 f09 f12 f15 f18
RMSE 37.37 38.53 39.11 40.64 41.52 41.42 41.22
RMSE_SBR 33.90 34.66 35.98 37.29 38.28 38.17 37.69
ME -15.74 -16.82 -15.35 -16.15 -16.08 -16.08 -16.69
MAE 21.87 23.78 24.80 26.19 26.81 26.74 26.30
DJF	2019-20 f00 f03 f06 f09 f12 f15 f18
RMSE 38.90 36.64 38.01 38.64 37.81 41.09 42.81
RMSE_SBR 31.58 32.70 34.80 35.12 34.19 37.08 38.08
ME -22.71 -16.53 -15.29 -16.09 -16.14 -17.70 -19.55
MAE 25.29 23.61 24.68 25.56 24.83 27.13 28.26
JJA	2019 f00 f03 f06 f09 f12 f15 f18
RMSE 43.19 38.22 38.46 41.29 42.96 42.08 42.82
RMSE_SBR 29.09 29.07 30.42 33.04 35.46 34.59 35.71
ME -31.93 -24.81 -23.54 -24.76 -24.26 -23.96 -23.63





















































4.2 HRRR Categorical Forecasts Evaluation 
 Figure 4.2.1 is a histogram showing the spread of frequency by cloud cover 
percentage (in categories of 10%) for the HRRR Analysis (f00) during winter 2018-19. 
Note the large differences between the HRRR and camera observations on either end 
(<10% & >90% cloud cover). This histogram shows the tendency for the HRRR to over-
forecast extreme clear skies and under-forecast extreme cloudy skies. In between the 
extremes (10-90%) the HRRR and camera observation frequencies are more equal. 
	
	









Figure 4.2.2 is a histogram showing the spread of frequency by cloud cover 
percentage (in clusters of 10%) for the HRRR Analysis (f00) during summer 2019. Note 
the very large discrepancy for extreme clear skies (<10%). The HRRR significantly over-
forecasts clear skies when compared to the camera observations.  At all other cloud cover 
percentages the HRRR forecasts are less than the camera observations. Similar to the 
winter season, the HRRR tends to under-forecast extreme cloudy skies as well. The 
frequency in between the extremes (10-90%) is less than the extremes (<10% & >90%) 
but is greater when compared to the in between categories in the winter season.  
	






Figure 4.2.3 is a histogram showing the spread of frequency by cloud cover 
percentage (in five categories) for the HRRR Analysis (f00) during winter 2018-19. The 
five categories are based upon Figure 3.1.  
 
Figure 4.2.3 Winter 2018-19 HRRR vs. Camera Five Category Histogram of Cloud 
Cover Frequency  
 
Figure 4.2.4 is a histogram showing the spread of frequency by cloud cover 
percentage (in five categories) for the HRRR Analysis (f00) during summer 2019. The 







Figure 4.2.4 Summer 2019 HRRR vs. Camera Five Category Histogram of Cloud Cover 
Frequency  
 
 Figures 4.2.3 & 4.2.4 show the tendency for the HRRR to over-forecast extreme 
clear skies and under-forecast extreme cloudy skies. In the in-between categories (5 to 
≤25%, 25 to ≤50%, and 50 to ≤75%) during the winter season (Figure 4.2.3), the HRRR 
and camera observations are more similar to one another. Comparatively, in the summer 
(Figure 4.2.4) the HRRR and camera observation differences are much greater. The 








 Figures 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 are a five-category (5 x 5) contingency table for the HRRR 
analysis during the winter season of 2018-19 and summer season of 2019. The categories 
for the contingency table also follow Figure 3.1 where Category 1 = ≤5% cloud cover, 
Category 2 = 5 to ≤25% cloud cover, Category 3 = 25 to ≤50% cloud cover, Category 4 = 
50 to ≤75% cloud cover and Category 5 = >75%. The five-category contingency table 
shows the HRRR performance and ability to accurately forecast cloud cover based upon 
the five defined cloud cover categories as measured by the camera observations. Figures 
4.2.7 and 4.2.8 are the same five-category contingency table but with added marginal 
distributions. 
 















Figure 4.2.7 Five-Category DJF 2018-19 HRRR Analysis vs. Camera Contingency Table 




Figure 4.2.8 Five-Category JJA 2019 HRRR Analysis vs. Camera Contingency Table 






 The five category contingency tables give another visual, as well as quantitative, 
representation of forecast vs. observation spatial distribution. The contingency tables 
reveal seasonal differences in the HRRR performance. In the summer the HRRR is more 
likely, compared to winter, to under-forecast the cloudy conditions that are actually 
observed by the camera. This is true for all forecast-observation pairs, as can be seen by 
column five of the summer 2019 5x5 contingency table.  
 A concerning signature in the contingency tables is the fact that the HRRR is often 
not “missing” the truth (observed value) by a magnitude of just one category of cloud 
cover. For instance, in summer 2019, when the HRRR forecasts for category 1 cloud 
cover it verifies 111 times, 339 times it actually is observed as category 2 cloud cover. 
This is not as concerning because the forecast is off by one category. Which in this case 
category 1 is ≤5% cloud cover and category 2 is 5 to ≤25% cloud cover. This is not too 
significant of a miss by the HRRR. A more severe miss is the fact that category 3 cloud 
cover is observed 212 times, category 4 is observed 85 times and category 5 cloud cover 
is observed 108 times when the HRRR forecasts only category 1 cloud cover. This pattern 
is constant through the summer performance of the HRRR as the largest value in each 
row is often the farthest right cell or values in the category 5 column. In the winter this 
concerning pattern is not as strong but is still present.  
This study is primarily interested in evaluating the HRRR’s ability to predict cloud 
cover amounts that are significant for PV power forecasting. That is cloud cover amounts 
that would significantly impact PV power generation. According to a previous study by 






intensity is 4 Oktas. Therefore, this study defines 0-3 Oktas as clear skies and 4-8 Oktas 
as cloudy skies.  
Using Matuszko’s 2012 study there are now two categories of interest: Category 
1: cloud cover ≤ 37.5% (clear skies) and Category 2: cloud cover > 37.5% (cloudy skies).  
Figures 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 are a two-category histogram for the winter season 2018-19 and 
summer season 2019. In both cases, it is further shown the tendency for the HRRR to 
over-forecast clear skies (≤ 37.5%) and under-forecast cloudy skies (> 37.5%) compared 
to the camera observations. In the winter season 2018-19, the discrepancy magnitude 
between the HRRR and camera observations is less compared to the summer season 2019. 
In the summer season, the discrepancy between the HRRR and camera observations is 
more significant for the two categories of cloud cover.  
 







Figure 4.2.10 Two-Category Cloud Cover JJA 2019 Histogram HRRR vs. Camera 
 
Now that cloud cover is based on two categories, a dichotomous (2x2) 
contingency table can be utilized to evaluate the HRRR forecasts’ ability to predict 
significant amounts of cloud (as defined by Matuszko 2012). Figures 4.2.11 and 4.2.12 
are examples of 2x2 contingency tables for the winter 2018-19 season and summer 2019 
season. (Note the 2x2 contingency, and all other figures/tables, for the other season(s) not 









Figure 4.2.11 Two-Category Cloud Cover Contingency Table DJF 2018-19 
 






The contingency tables can be used to evaluate the HRRR forecasts compared to 
the camera observations. As described in the Data & Methods section, performance 
measures can be derived from the contingency tables. These performance measures are 
summarized in Table 4.2.1 Figure 4.2.13 shows the evolution of Threat Score (TS), Bias 
(B), Heidke Skill Score (HSS) and Hanssen Kuiper’s Skill Score (KSS) with increasing 
forecast lead-time. Threat score generally declines with forecast lead-time as expected. 
Bias fluctuates but over small magnitudes. In DJF 2019-20 and JJA 2019, the bias is 
greatest at time f00. The HSS and KSS decline continually, as expected, with forecast 
lead-time in DJF 2018-19. In DJF 2019-20 the HSS and KSS generally decline with lead-
time with an exception of HSS at f03 and f12. The HSS and KSS in JJA 2019 are greatest 
at f03 and decline from there on.  
 
Table 4.2.1 HRRR Forecasts Contingency Performance Measures by Season 
DJF	2018-19 f00 f03 f06 f09 f12 f15 f18
TS 0.63 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.56
B 1.39 1.42 1.31 1.38 1.37 1.37 1.42
FAR 0.34 0.36 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.38 0.39
H	(POD) 0.92 0.91 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.87
F	(POFD) 0.28 0.31 0.28 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.33
HSS 0.59 0.56 0.54 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.50
KSS 0.64 0.60 0.58 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.54
DJF	2019-20 f00 f03 f06 f09 f12 f15 f18
TS 0.65 0.65 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.60 0.59
B 1.43 1.29 1.28 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.39
FAR 0.33 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.34 0.37
H	(POD) 0.96 0.90 0.88 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.88
F	(POFD) 0.38 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.36 0.41
HSS 0.56 0.57 0.55 0.52 0.54 0.49 0.46
KSS 0.58 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.55 0.51 0.48
JJA	2019 f00 f03 f06 f09 f12 f15 f18
TS 0.61 0.63 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.59 0.57
B 1.60 1.46 1.43 1.46 1.45 1.47 1.45
FAR 0.38 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.38 0.39
H	(POD) 0.99 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.90 0.92 0.89
F	(POFD) 0.64 0.53 0.52 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.58
HSS 0.35 0.43 0.41 0.38 0.34 0.35 0.31





























































































5. Decision Support System (DSS) Application Example 
After evaluating the HRRR forecasts with camera observations, this study 
provides proof of concept for a decision support system (DSS) for use in PV power 
generation using HRRR various forecasts. This decision support system helps users make 
decisions to purchase in the day ahead or real-time market based upon HRRR forecasts, 
associated error and expected expenses and economic value. In this basic conceptual 
model, the user is the owner/operator. Cloud cover is based upon two categories: cloudy 
conditions (4-8 Oktas) and no clouds/clear sky conditions (0-3 Oktas). In this conceptual 
model the problem is cloudy conditions that reduce PV power generation. There is no 
storage and the user pays the mitigating costs (electricity from the power grid) to secure 
the demand. The demand is fixed and is during daylight hours. The demand follows 
clear-sky insolation. The goal for the user is to maximize savings through the use of own 
PV power generation.  
The following definitions and assumptions are made for this conceptual model: 
1) The PV power generation plant produces a nominal amount of power P (in 
MW) in clear sky conditions 
2) The user needs to ensure the supply of X=P power throughout daylight hours 
3) In cloudy conditions, there is a decrease in the PV plant’s production in the 
amount of ∆𝑃. 
4) In cloudy conditions, the user needs to purchase energy in advance: at price a 
if purchased in the day-ahead market, or at price b, b>>a, if purchased in the 
real-time market.  
• Mitigating cost for the day ahead purchase: a∆𝑃 
• Mitigating cost for the real-time purchase: b∆𝑃 
5) b and a are constant throughout the day. 
6) User makes decisions based on a model forecast that predicts the reduction in 







Using methods by Zhu et al. (2002), the economic benefit of using such decision 
support system can be calculated using a 2x2 contingency table with associated formulas 
for costs and savings. These formulas have been reformatted for use in a PV power 
generation setting. Figure 5.1 shows the average costs/savings contingency table for the 
proposed decision support system, where h are hits, c are correct rejections, l are false 
alarms, and m are misses.  
Forecast	
Observations	 	 Yes	 No	
Yes	 h m 
No	 l c 
 
Figure 5.1 Average Costs / Savings Contingency Table 
 
There are four possible cases (and associated costs/savings formulas) for the above 
contingency table: 
• Case 1 (Correct rejection). No clouds (clear sky) condition is forecast and 
is accurately verified. User commits the maximum amount of power and 
does not need to purchase any additional energy to meet demand. User 
loss in this case is L = 0 (or max profit). The saving due to the available 
energy is aP. 
	
• Case 2 (Hit). Cloudy conditions forecast and verified. User buys energy 
from the day ahead market (lower price) and incurs a mitigating cost of 
a∆𝑃; thus, the cost is L=a∆𝑃. Thus, the saving due to the available energy 
is a(P-∆𝑃). 
 
• Case 3 (Miss). Clear sky condition is forecast but the forecast misses the 
cloudy day conditions that are verified. Here, the user committed the 
maximum amount like in Case 1 but had to buy in the real-time market 
(b). The cost is L=b∆𝑃. The saving is aP-b∆𝑃. 
 
• Case 4 (False Alarm). Model predicted an amount of cloud cover that 
would reduce production by ∆𝑃. Unfortunately, the forecast does not 






in the day-ahead market in the amount of L=a’∆𝑃, which is wasted. The 
user may incur a penalty. The saving is a(P-∆𝑃). 
 
Expected expense (E) depending on model forecasts (HRRR, HRRR with 
systematic error removed / bias correction, climatological and perfect) can be calculated 
using the following formulas: 
𝐸(𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡) = 𝒉𝑎∆𝑃 + 𝒍𝑏∆𝑃 +𝒎𝑎′∆𝑃  
𝐸(𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒) = 𝒉𝑎∆𝑃 + 𝒍𝑏∆𝑃 
 
𝐸 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝑜(𝑎∆𝑃), where o is climatological frequency 
 
where a=30.43, b= 45, a’= 31.95 
 




Economic Value (V) can be calculated using the following formula: 
 






The power equation (P) is a simplified equation simplified from the Kasten and 
Czeplak (1980) model (NASA 1999). The difference in power (P) in clear sky conditions 
compared to cloudy conditions is ∆𝑃. The day-ahead market price for the DSS 
application is $30.43/MW, the real-time market price is assumed to be about 50% more 
expensive than the day-ahead and thus is $45.00/MW. This is not always true, especially 
during nighttime hours where the day ahead and real-time market pricing is often very 
similar. The major differences between the two markets come during daylight hours and 






pricing depending on season. Note the increased pricing in the summer versus the other 
seasons. Also the summer pricing is greatest in the afternoon hours. Therefore, in general 
the afternoon hours during the summer and daylight hours of fall, winter, and spring are 
of most interest because this is when the DSS may provide the beneficial help to decide 
whether to purchase in the day-ahead or real-time market according to the cloud cover 




Figure 5.2 Typical Real-Time market Pricing Patterns by Season (ComEd 2020) 
 
 
Figure 5.3 shows an example of differences in the day-ahead and real-time 
markets from 2009-2016. Figure 5.3 shows the obvious volatility of the real-time market 
compared to the day-ahead. There are some benefits to the real-time market including the 
possibility of negative prices. This occurs when there is more demand than supply. The 
day-ahead market never has negative prices. The averages for the two markets reveal that 
they are very similar overall. In fact, the real time-market is actually slightly less 
expensive. However, the negative pricing in the real-time market impacts this. The 










Figure 5.3 Day-Ahead vs. Real-Time Market Pricing 2009-2016 (AEP Energy 2018) 
 
 
 Results for Expected Expense (E) and Economic Value (V) for HRRR, HRRR 
with bias correction and systematic error removed (HRRR_BC), climatological, and 



















Table 5.1 Seasonal Expected Expense (E) and Economic Value (V) 
 
 
DJF	2018-19 HRRR HRRR_BC Climate Perfect
Expected	Expense	(E)
($/MW/m^2) 7.29 4.08 12.10 0.008
Economic	Value	(V) 0.40 0.66 0.00 1.00
DJF	2019-20 HRRR HRRR_BC Climate Perfect
Expected	Expense	(E)
($/MW/m^2) 6.50 4.02 12.27 0.007
Economic	Value	(V) 0.47 0.67 0.00 1.00
JJA	2019 HRRR HRRR_BC Climate Perfect
Expected	Expense	(E)
($/MW/m^2) 8.89 7.84 18.77 0.006






The results show that there is great improvement using the HRRR compared to the 
climatological forecasts for cloud cover. There is even more improvement using the 
HRRR with bias correction and systematic errors removed (HRRR_BC) for all three 
seasons. The difference in expected expenses (E) between the HRRR and HRRR_BC is 
greater for the winter seasons compared to the summer season. The expected expense 
difference for winter 2018-19 is $3.21/MW/m2, expected expense difference for winter 
2019-20 is $2.48/MW/m2, and expected expense difference for summer 2019 is 
$1.05/MW/m2. The economic value (V) is greater for the HRRR_BC compared to the 
HRRR for all three sample seasons as well, with the greatest improvement during the 
winter seasons.  
 
6. Conclusions 
 This pilot study evaluates the HRRRv3 cloud cover forecasts with camera 
observations in Lamont, Oklahoma for two meteorological winter seasons (December, 
January, February 2018-19, 2019-20) and one summer season (June, July, August 2019). 
Various forecast evaluation/verification metrics and model performance measures are 
calculated. Systematic errors within the HRRR forecasts are removed and bias corrections 
are done to compare to the original HRRR forecasts. Results from the evaluation show the 
HRRR tends to largely over-forecast clear sky conditions and under-forecast clouds. 
There is a greater signature in the summer than in the winter. There is reduced error in the 
HRRR once systematic errors are removed and bias correction is done. There is 
increasing error/uncertainty with increasing forecast lead-time. This is shown as an 






forecast accuracy with forecast lead-time as shown by the decreasing threat score (TS). A 
slight decrease in bias (B) from f00 to f03 could possibly be a sign of the “spin up” issue 
common to NWP models. The bias is greatest at time f00 and then decreases to f03 and 
then remains fairly constant from f03 onward.  According to the HSS and KSS results the 
HRRR is more skillful in the winter than in summer. There is a great reduction in skill, 
compared to a random forecast, in the summer. It is believed the reduction in skill score 
as well as the signatures shown in the 5x5 contingency tables can be attributed to the 
difficulty of the HRRR to accurately forecast the occurrence and exact location of 
mesoscale features producing clouds, such as single-cell thunderstorms, during the 
summer season. The HRRR could also have a difficult time initializing these mesoscale 
features. This difficulty could very well be dependent upon the region. This pilot study 
takes place in Lamont, Oklahoma, whereas the eventual study location of interest is 
Connecticut and Massachusetts. The HRRR may very well have different performances in 
this region where summer convective and mesoscale features may not be as present as 
they are in Oklahoma. Comparatively in the winter, there are more synoptic weather 
patterns, which are easier for the HRRR to forecast and account for cloud-producing 
features. This could explain the better skill score performances and less frequent 
occurrences of under-forecasting cloud cover and over-forecasting clear skies that is seen 
during the winter seasons.  
After evaluation of the HRRR with camera observations, this study then provides 
a proof of concept for a decision support system (DSS) for use in a PV power generation 
setting. This basic conceptual model of a DSS can be adapted to more realistic scenarios 






HRRR forecasts. The results show that there is great improvement using the HRRR 
compared to the climatological forecasts for cloud cover. There is even more 
improvement using the HRRR_BC for all three sample seasons. The difference in 
expected expenses (E) between the HRRR_BC and HRRR is greater for the winter 
seasons compared to the summer season. The expected expense difference for winter 
2018-19 is $3.21/MW/m2, expected expense difference for winter 2019-20 is 
$2.48/MW/m2, and expected expense difference for summer 2019 is $1.05/MW/m2. The 
economic value (V) is greater for the HRRR_BC compared to the HRRR for all three 
sample seasons as well; with the greatest improvement during the winter seasons. 
Although, this DSS example is a basic conceptual model, it provides sufficient proof of 
concept and that such methods can be applied and modified to better suit more realistic 
scenarios. A more complete DSS system is being developed and is planning on being 
incorporated into the Smart Energy Management System Project in Southern New 
England. The more complete DSS will provide a range of Expected Expenses (E) and 
Economic Value (V) according to the associated cloud cover forecasts’ uncertainty. 
Therefore, the user will make decisions to purchase in the day-ahead or real-time markets 
with better judgment.   
 There are limitations with this study. Most stem from the available resources and 
funding for the research. A pilot study was done in Oklahoma, rather than the area of 
interest (CT and MA) due to the lack of availability of all-sky cameras and cloud-cover 
measuring instruments in the area of interest. The data from the ARM SGP in Lamont, 
OK did serve its purpose for a sufficient pilot study. At this point, further research 






more camera observations on the ground. The algorithm and process to estimate cloud 
cover fraction from raw camera images is being worked on. Improvements are being 
made so the cloud cover over-estimation complications seen in the pilot study are 
reduced (as seen in Appendix I). Once this method is improved upon, regular (and much 
less expensive compared to the instrument used in the pilot study) fish-eye lens cameras 
can be installed on the ground at PV farm locations. These cameras will ideally be setup 
so triangulation can be used, rather than the method described for this pilot study using 
only one camera. Ultimately, the cameras will be connected to a monitoring system so 
that cloud cover forecasts can be easily verified and the initialization of forecasts will be 
easier and can include these ground observations from the cameras. Cloud cover forecast 
performance and skill should increase from the availability of these numerous ground 
camera observations. Greater forecast improvements will lead to a decision support 
system that will provide better decision making from grid operators, increased savings, 
and improved economic value. This is the goal for the Smart Energy Management System 




















APPENDIX I. HRRR EVALUATION METHODOLOGIES 
	
	
Evaluating HRRR with ARM Cloud Cover Products (Study Method) 
Total cloud cover of HRRR is evaluated with the cloud product of YES Total Sky 
Imager (TSI) 880. The TSI is located at Lamont, Oklahoma (latitude: 36.605999N; 
longitude: 97.485001W) and captures images at a 30-sec sampling interval. HRRR has a 
resolution of 3km and is hourly updated. TSI data and HRRR data are matched on an 
hourly basis.   
 
Assumptions:  
1. The maximum camera view angle for calculating total cloud cover is assumed to 
be 80 degrees. 
 
TSI/Camera data:  
1. Total cloud cover of TSI is calculated by adding the percent of opaque and the 
percent of thin. 
2. As the maximum processing zenith is 80 degrees, therefore total cloud cover is 
assumed to capture the cloud cover in the sky with a camera view angle of 80 
degrees without consideration of clouds in the horizons.  
 
HRRR data: 
1. The cloud base height is used for calculating the radius of the HRRR domain. The 
cloud base height varies with seasons.  
𝑅!""" = 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ×  tan 80° 
2. A buffer is drawn at the camera location with a radius RHRRR. The bounds of the 
buffer are used for specifying the HRRR domain. HRRR grids that fall into the 
bounds of the buffer are used to calculate the average total cloud cover.  
For example, for June, July, and August 2019, the cloud base height is set as 3146 
meters.  
The corresponding radius R is 17841 meters. It means the HRRR domain includes 
more grids compared to December 2018, January, and February 2019 (cloud base 













Evaluating HRRR with ARM TSI Raw Images (Original Method) 
Similar process for HRRR data as stated above. However, cloud cover is 
calculated from the raw camera image from the TSI. Raw images are taken by fish-lens 
camera with increasing distortions on the horizons. To simplify the distortion problem, a 




1. For ideal fisheye-lens, the image radius relates linear to the view angle and the 
whole field of view will be mapped to concentric circles. Therefore, a linear and 







Where 𝜑 is the camera view angle, r is the radius of the ray with view angle 𝜑 in 
the image, R is the maximum radius of the image. 
Below is the example of the path of rays inside of a fisheye lens (Source: 









2. If we assume the camera view angle is 45 degrees, the radius r in the images is 
given by:  
𝑟 = 0.5𝑅 
 
A small squared image is cropped from the original image based on the abovementioned 
relationship. A cloud detection method based on color differentiation is used with a 
parameter controlling the range of whiteness.  However, this method needs to be further 
improved to remove the noises for accurate cloud detection. For example, the sun can 
also be treated as clouds (white color) and other circumstances such as rainy weather 
(water drops) may lead to the failure of cloud detection. Due to these complications and 
time constraints the pilot study had to abandon this original method and use the cloud 
cover products from the TSI instrument itself. This problem is currently being worked on 
and it is the hopes of the continuing researchers to be able to use this method in the future 
rather than the TSI cloud cover products. 
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